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1. Introduction
The California Statewide Utility Codes and Standards Enhancement Team (Statewide
CASE Team) appreciates the opportunity to participate in the review of the July 14,
2021 15-Day Express Terms 2022 Energy Code, Title 24 Parts 1 and 6 (15-Day
Express Terms)1 and respond to the comments presented in Vertiv Response to
TN238233 - Nonresidential Computer Room Efficiency Code Change
Recommendations2.
The Statewide CASE Team actively supports code-setting bodies in developing and
revising building energy codes and standards. The program's objective is to achieve
significant energy savings and assist in meeting other energy-related state policy goals
through the development of reasonable, responsible, and cost-effective code changes.
Three California Investor Owned Utilities – Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San
Diego Gas and Electric, and Southern California Edison – and two Publicly Owned
Utilities – Los Angeles Department of Water and Power and Sacramento Municipal
Utility District (herein referred to as the Statewide CASE Team when including the
CASE Author) – sponsored this effort. The Statewide CASE Team is actively supporting
the California Energy Commission (Energy Commission) in updating the California
Energy Code (Title 24, Part 6) for the 2022 code update cycle. Through CASE Reports,
the Statewide CASE Team has provided the Energy Commission with the technical and
cost-effectiveness information to assist in making informed judgments on proposed
standards for promising energy efficiency design practices and technologies. The
Statewide CASE Team encourages the Energy Commission to consider the
recommendations presented in this document.
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2. Statewide CASE Team Responses to Vertiv’s Comments
Exceprts from Comment Letter TN#2383623 are pasted below with our responses.

Issue 1

Response: While Vertiv’s proposal may have shown a pumped refrigerant economizer
to be more efficient than a baseline water economizer system, there were flaws in the
simulation, including the baseline CRAH fan operation. Therefore, the results shown in
Vertiv’s proposal are not valid to justify a pumped refrigerant economizer being
equivalent or better in energy performance to a baseline water economizer system, and
additional analysis was needed.
The economizer type’s hours of operation difference (pumped refrigerant vs.
evaporative cooling tower water economizer) is not the only factor impacting energy
savings. The pumped refrigerant economizer system utilizes an air-cooled CRAC
cooling system which is an entirely different system from a water-cooled chiller with
evaporative cooling towers system. A water-cooled chiller system with evaporative
cooling towers has efficiency values about twice the COP of an air-cooled CRAC. This
inherent system efficiency difference is a major factor impacting the overall energy
comparison between these two economizer system types.

Issue 2
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Response: The energy modeling that supported the Statewide CASE Team’s analysis
utilized annual hourly simulations using EnergyPlus (the same engine used by Title 24
compliance software CBECC-Com). The full-load COPs reported are done to establish
an efficiency metric that is reported by manufacturers, in order to reflect the modeled
energy use. The simulations used the 10%-incremental part-load curves and part-load
COPs provided by Vertiv. Supply fan energy inputs in the model were changed to be
equal in the baseline and proposed cases (and to match 140.9(a) minimum
requirements) in order to isolate the energy savings of the economizer for the cooling
system.

Issue 3

Response: We disagree that the supply fan energy should be included in the energy
equivalence comparison. The code change proposal for refrigerant economizers
included them as an economizer option under 140.9(a)1, not as a packaged standalone
product (which could be permitted via the performance pathway). Title 24, Part 6 has
separate supply fan requirements in 140.9(a)2 and 120.6 which are not being changed
as part of adding refrigerant economizers to 140.9(a)1 and 141.1(b).

Issue 4
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Response: The commentor appears to misunderstand this chart (Figure 1 in the
comment letter TN238233). The chart shows the percent annual energy savings of a
pumped refrigerant economizer as proposed in the 2022 Title 24, Part 6 15-Day
Language (which includes a 50F outdoor dry-bulb full economizer threshold for
refrigerant economizers), compared to the 2022 Title 24, Part 6 15-Day Language
minimally-compliant baseline water economizer system (which includes a 45F outdoor
wet-bulb full economizer threshold). The pumped refrigerant economizer code change
proposal only compared a refrigerant economizer to the 2019 Title 24, Part 6 water
economizer baseline (35F outdoor wet-bulb full economizer threshold), but since the
water economizer baseline in 2022 is anticipated to decrease in energy use (per 15-Day
language which increases the outdoor wet-bulb temperature for full water economizing),
this chart is needed to demonstrate how the proposed 15-Day Language for refrigerant
economizers did not result in energy equivalence to other economizer systems,
specifically a baseline water economizer with water-cooled chillers.

Issue 5

Response: We did not assume the Vertiv energy model reflected 100% economizer
mode up to 50F dry-bulb; the model shows full economizing at 40F dry-bulb and partial
economizing up to around 60F dry-bulb. However, since the 15-Day Language includes
a 50F dry-bulb full economizing requirement for pumped refrigerant economizers, the
Vertiv pumped refrigerant economizer is required to meet that threshold to be permitted
prescriptively, and an analysis using 50F dry-bulb full economizing temperature to
calculate pumped refrigerant economizer energy was needed. This resulted in reduced
energy use by the pumped refrigerant economizer. Reasonable engineering
adjustments were used based on the 40F full economizer part-load curves provided by
Vertiv to adjust the pumped refrigerant economizer annual energy performance for a
50F dry-bulb full economizing temperature and estimated 70F maximum partial
economizing temperature, using CEC weather data for each climate zone. To make
energy adjustments, a percent cooling energy reduction was applied to the model
results based on the percent difference in economizer hours using CEC annual hourly
weather data. This included both a percent increase in full economizing hours and a
percent increase in partial-economizing hours.
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Issue 6

Response: While a full-load COP was reported in the analysis, part-load efficiency data
(at 10% increments provided by Vertiv) was used in an annual hourly model to
demonstrate equivalence. All part-load efficiency data was scaled linearly with the full
load COP during simulation to demonstrate energy equivalence.
We are not proposing that full load COP is the only factor being used to show energy
equivalence. It is important to recognize that the COP is for a pumped refrigerant
economizer system with air-cooled DX cooling, and this combination of economizer
operation and cooling equipment efficiency provides energy equivalence. In contrast, an
air-cooled CRAC without a refrigerant economizer but with the COP listed in the tables
presented would not show energy equivalence to a baseline water economizer system.

Issue 7

Response: This comment makes incorrect assertions to the modeling process. Since
140.9(a)2 has requirements for computer room supply fan power, that was used to
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adjust fan power. Title 24, Part 6’s maximum fan power at design conditions applies to
all conditions, such as external static pressure or filtration levels. An assumption had to
be made to calculate Net Sensible COP (AHRI rating) from cooling COP. Alternatively,
140.9(a)1 could require a minimum cooling COP for refrigerant economizers, but that
would be more difficult to enforce since manufacturers do not typically list cooling COP
for CRACs.

Issue 8

Response: The 95F return air temperature was only meant to be an illustrative example
of refrigerant economizer full economizing temperature capabilities. It was not used in
any of the energy analysis.

Issue 9

Response: The statement that our minimum efficiency values only account for full-load
operation is incorrect. Annual hourly energy simulations were done using the part-load
pumped refrigerant economizer efficiency data provided from Vertiv. Part-load efficiency
and economizing conditions were incorporated into the analysis, and each part-load
COP was assumed to be scaled linearly with the full-load COP in the energy simulation.
This is a similar methodology that is used to establish exceptions to nonresidential (noncomputer room) economizer use under 2019 Exception 4 to 140.4(e)1.
As noted above, it is important to recognize that the COPs presented are for a pumped
refrigerant economizer system, and the combination of cooling equipment (air-cooled
DX CRAC) efficiency and economizer operation provides energy equivalence. In
contrast, an air-cooled CRAC without a refrigerant economizer but with the COP listed
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in the tables we presented would not show energy equivalence to a baseline water
economizer system.

Issue 10

Response: The intent of our comment letter was to provide analysis results for
minimum energy efficiency requirements for refrigerant economizers to be energy
equivalent to Title 24 baseline economizer systems (specifically a water economizer
with evaporative cooling towers and water-cooled chillers). California is not governed by
ASHRAE 90.1, and there are many instances where Title 24 sets higher efficiency
standards than ASHRAE 90.1, including computer room economizer requirements.

Issue 11
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Response: While the 2019 computer room economizer system types in 140.9(a)1 may
not be ideal for all data centers, they establish California’s minimum prescriptive
efficiency requirements. It is not in California’s best interest to allow less efficient
economizer technologies simply for the sake of flexibility. Other technology types not
listed prescriptively may be permitted via the performance path if they can show energy
equivalence.

3. Recommended Revisions to 15-Day Language
The 15-Day Language added Table 141.1-A Net Sensible COP By Climate Zone for
Alterations. However, values shown in Table 141.1-A in the 15-Day Language are
based on an energy-equivalent refrigerant economizer analysis using a 50F outdoor
dry-bulb full economizing temperature (matching 140.9(a)1). However, 141.1 only
requires 40F dry-bulb for full refrigerant economizing, so the values in Table 141.1-A
should reflect a 40F dry-bulb full economizing temperature.
The results of this energy-equivalence analysis are in the table below; the COPs
required for energy equivalence are a little higher than what is in the 15-Day Language
due to there being fewer refrigerant economizer hours with a 40F vs. 50F outdoor drybulb full economizing threshold.
See below for a marked up version of the 15-Day Express Terms with our suggested
revisions. Our recommended language insertions are double underlined in purple and
recommended language deletions are struck in purple.
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3.1.1.1.1.1.1

Table 141.1-A: Net Sensible COP By Climate Zone For Alterations

Climate Zone

Net Sensible COP

Climate Zone 1

2.93.1

Climate Zone 2

2.83.2

Climate Zone 3

2.53.2

Climate Zone 4

2.63.2

Climate Zone 5

2.63.2

Climate Zone 6

2.13.2

Climate Zone 7

1.73.2

Climate Zone 8

2.13.2

Climate Zone 9

2.33.2

Climate Zone 10

2.53.2

Climate Zone 11

2.83.2

Climate Zone 12

2.73.2

Climate Zone 13

2.73.2

Climate Zone 14

2.73.1

Climate Zone 15

2.73.2

Climate Zone 16

2.32.7
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